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INTRODUCTION 
In this work we are concerned with examples of division rings in which ever 
maximal subfield contains a square root of --1. Thus study is motivated by tl~ 
following pretty theorem of Herstein proved in [6]: 
THEOREM H: Suppose D is a division ring with center F and u an element o f  
satisfying: 
u is not a square in F; 







F is Pythagorean. 
u = - -aZfor some a ~F, so one can take u = --1. 
D = (--1,- -1)F (~ A, where (- -1,- -1)F is the ordinary quaterni~ 
algebra over F and A is the centralizer of (--  1, - -  1)r in D.  
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A field F is called Pythagorean if F is ordered and every sum of squares in F 
is a square. The ordinary quaternion algebra (--1, --1)x over a field K is the K- 
algebra K + K i  -4- K j  + Kk  subject o the relations: i 2 = j~ =- k 2 ~- --1, ij 
k = --ji, j k  ~- i -~ --kj, ki ~- j ~- --ik. 
Theorem H is also proved in [4] in the case when D is finite dimensional overF. 
It is also shown in [4] that (--1, - - l )v  satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem H if 
and only if F is Pythagorean. 
The basic question unresolved in both [4] and [6] is whether the factor A in 
Theorem H can be properly bigger than F. We show (Theorem 1) that it can; 
all examples in this work will be finite dimensional over their centers. 
Throughout this paper, p will denote an odd prime. For any field K, K{t} will 
denote the field of formal Laurent series over K in the variable t. We will 
repeatedly use the well-known fact (e.g., see [9, 8.3.9]) that K(t} is Pythagorean ~:~ 
K is. When convenient we view K(t) as a complete field with respect o the dis- 
crete rank-one valuation that is trivial on K having t as uniformizing parameter; 
the relevant number theory can be found, for instance, in [8] or [10]. 
I f F  is a number field and p a prime ofF, we write F~ for the completion of L 
at p. By abuse of notation we will often use V--1 ~F (resp. ~/--1 CF) to 
indicate that --1 is (resp. is not) a square in the field F. When A is an F-algebra 
we write [A : F] for the dimension of A over F. 
We shall use without further comment he following standard fact: I f  D is a 
central division algebra over F of degree n and L a field extension ofF, [L : F] ~n 
then L splits D ~*~ L is isomorphic to a maximal subfield of D. 
I. A PAIR OF PYTHAGOREAN FIELDS 
SupposeL D k are ordered fields, whereL is cyclic over k of dimensionp with 
generating automorphism a. Following [9] we construct K, the Pythagorean 
closure of L; K is the field obtained from L upon closure under the operation 
(a 2 + b2) 1/~. We claim that a can be extended to an automorphism of order p 
on K. To see how to extend a, let G = Gal(L/K) and take any a, b EL. Form 
the field L 1 -~ L(3(a) 2 + 3(b)a)a/2, 3 ~ G). L 1 C K since each (3(a) 2 + 3(6)2) 1/2 
is in K, and clearly L 1 is normal over k. Set G1 ---- Gal(La/k). G1 is a group of 
order 28p for some integer s, and since L CL  1 the restriction map q~: G1 ~ G 
is an epimorphism. Elementary group theory shows there is some element a 1 
in ~-1(a) which has order p. (h is then an extension of a to L 1 , which again has 
order p. K is the Pythagorean closure of L1, so the process can be repeated to 
extend a 1 . Applying Zorn's lemma, we obtain an automorphism of K extending 
a, still of order p; we denote this automorphism again by a. This leads to 
LEMMA ]. For any odd prime p. there is a pair of Pythagorean fields K D F, 
cohere K is cyclic over F of dimension p. 
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Proof. We take K as constructed above and F = K ~, the fixed field of o 
Then [K : F] = p since a has order p. K is Pythagorean by construction; i 
remains only to show F is Pythagorean. I f a, b eF,  then u = (a 2 + b2) 1/z e K 
and since [F(u) :F] = 1 or 2 and divides p we must have [F(u) :F] = 1 
F(u) =F  ~ u = (a 2 + b2)1/2~F. 
II. THE EXAMPLE 
Suppose K D F are a pair of fields as in Lemma 1 with a the generatin 1 
automorphism. Then K{t} D F{t} is a cyclic p-extension; we continue to write, 
for the generating automorphism. Set E = F{t}. 
Now suppose D = ( - -1 , - -1)e  @eA,  where A is the cyclic p-algebr 
(K{t} D E, a, t), i.e., A = K o + Kou + .." + Kou~-i , where K o = K{t}, u~ = 
a(cOu for all c~ e K0, and u ~ = t. 
By results of [8, Chap. II] and [7, 4.4.6], D is a division algebra of degre 
2p over E. We recall one of its basic properties: an unramified extension M of J 
splits D ~ M contains K and M splits (--1, --1)e; here M denotes the residu 
class field of M. When this happens, M actually contains K{t} (see [10, Chalc 
XlI]). 
We will need to make frequent use of the following: 
LEMMA 2. I f  M is a maximal subfieM of D and N a field, M D N D E, the 
(1) [N : E] = p ~ N is isomorphic to a maximal subfieM of A; 
(2) [N : E] = 2 ~ N ~--- E(X/------1). 
Proof. (1) Since M is a maximal subfield of D, [M : E] = 2p. I f  N is nc 
a maximal subfield of A, then A o = A @e N is a division algebra of degree 
over N. Also, (--1, --1)n = (--1, --1)E @e N is a division algebra of degree 
over N since IN :E ]  =p is odd. Thus D @e N '~ ( - -1 , - -1 )~ @hA0 is 
division algebra of degree 2]0 over N by [7, 4.4.6]. D @~ N is split by M sinc 
D @e M ~___ (D @e N) @~¢ M. This contradicts [7, p. 120] since [M :AT] = 
and D @e N has degree 2]0 > 2 over N. 
(2) We argue exactly as above to conclude N splits (--1, - -1)e.  Thus N i 
isomorphic to a maximal subfield of ( - -1 , - -1 )e ,  and N ~ E(~/--1)  by [~ 
Lemma 1] since E is Pythagorean. 
Lemma 2 is false i fp = 2. 
We claim that every maximal subfield of D contains a square root of - - ]  
The proof proceeds by an analysis of cases, so suppose M is a maximal subfiel, 
of D, [M : E] = 2/). Set f = the residue class degree of M over E and e = th 
ramification index of M over E. Then 2p = [M : E] = el. 
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Case 1. f = 2p, e = 1. Then M/E is unramified, and so by our preliminary 
remarks M D K{t}. By 'Lemma 2 K{t} ~ N is a maximal subfield of A. Thus 
D @e N is similar to (--1, - -1)n,  and M is a splitting field of (--1, --1)n 
with [M:N]  = 2. It follows that M ~ N(~/- -1)  by [4, Lemma 1] since N' is  
Pythagorean, and so M contains a square root of --1 as required. 
Case 2. f 
Then [N : E] 
= 2, e = p. Let N be the maximal unramified subfield of M. 
= 2, and by Lemma 2, N ~ E(~/--  1), so ~/-- 1 ~ N C M. 
Case 3. f = p, e = 2. Again let N be the maximal unramified subfield of M. 
Then IN : E] = p, and N is  a splitting field for A. It follows by [10, pp. 194-195] 
that N ~ K{t}, and so N is Pythagorean. Now, as in case 1, M is a maximal 
subfield of (--1, --1)N and so M ,~ N(V ' - - I ) .  This would say M is unramified 
over E, so case 3 could not arise. 
Case 4. e = 2p, f = 1. We show that this case also cannot arise. By [8, 
Lemma 2, p. 96] we have M z E(fi) with fi~ = H the minimal equation for fi 
over E; H is a uniformizing parameter of E. Now M D N D E, where N ~- 
E(fi 2) and [N : E] = p. Furthermore, both M and/V are of form E{~} for some 
choice of parameter ~; in particular M and 2V are Pythagorean. By Lemma 2, 
N is a maximal subfield of A, and thus (as in case 1) M is a maximal subfield 
of (--1, --1]N. This would force M ~ N(V/-----1) contradicting both the fact 
that f  = 1 and the fact that M is Pythagorean. 
Note only in cases 1 and 3 was it necessary to know that K (as well as F) is 
Pythagorean. 
Summarizing, we get 
THEOREM 1. For any odd prime p there is a central division ring of index 2p 
over a Pythagorean center E in which every maximal subfield contains a square 
root of -- 1. 
Remarks. (1) There is no pair of fields as in Lemma 1 if K is "super- 
Pythagorean," i.e., real quadratic extensions are Pythagorean. This follows 
from [3, p. 90, Corollary 2]. We are not aware of whether the arrangement in
Lemma 1 can occur with F super-Pythagorean. 
(2) Theorem 1 is certainly false for p ----- 2; this follows from the proof of 
Lemma 3 in [5]. 
(3) It would be interesting to know if the construction in Theorem 1 
can be done in such a way that all maximal subfields are Galois over E. By Lemma 
1 of [5], some would be cyclic and some dihedral. 
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II I .  OTHER PYTHAGOREAN FIELDS 
Despite Theorem 1 it is tempting to search for fields K over which (--1, --1)j 
is characterized by the property that every maximal subfield contains ~/--1 
We give examples of such fields in the next three theorems. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose K is the Pythagorean closure of a real number field h 
I f  D is a finite-dimensional central division algebra over K in which every maxima 
subfield contains a square root of --1, then D _~ (--1, --1)K. 
Proof. We have D = (--1, --1)x @K A by Theorem H; our aim is to sho~ 
[A : K] = 1. Since D is defined over an algebraic number field, [A : K] = m ~ 
where m is odd. In fact we can express D ~ Do @N K, where D o is a divisio~ 
ring of degree 2m over some number field N, k CNCK,  and D o 
(--1, --1)~¢ ~)~ A 0 , [A 0 : N] : m S and A ~ A 0 @N K. 
Let Pl ,-.., Ps be the primes of N at which D o has nonzero Hasse invariant~, 
We select p a finite prime of iV so that p 6 {Pl ,---, Ps} and ~/~---1 6 N~; suc' 
primes exist since X/--1 6N.  Using the strong approximation theorem w 
choose a polynomialf(x) ~N[x] monic of degree 2m so that 
(i) f is irreducible in Np[x] if Pi is finite. 
(ii) f has only complex roots if some Pi is infinite. 
(iii) f = far2 in N'p[x], where f l  has degree 1 and f2 is monic irreducibl 
of degree 2m -- 1. 
Suppose M o = N(~) where ~ is a root of f. Then [M o : N] : 2m, and b 
[1, Chap. 7] M 0 is a splitting field for D o . It follows that M 0 is a maxim~ 
subfield of D o , and thus M = MoK is a maximal subfield of D. 
We claim that if m ~ 1 M cannot contain ~/~---f. Suppose it did. Then th 
would occur at some finite stage, so we would have N C T C K, IT : N] = 2 
M 1 = MoT is a maximal subfield of D O @~ T = D a : (--1 --1)r @r ~41 
and ~/--1 e M 1 . We note that T is obtained from PC" by a finite tower involvin 
adjunction of square roots. Let q be any prime of T lying over p. 
Since X/--1 ~M1,  we have the tower MaD T(X/-----1)D T, wheJ 
[M1 : T(X/--1)] : m and [T(x/ - -  1) : T] : 2. Thus one of the following holds: 
(a) every prime / - /o f  M 1 lying over q has local degree divisible by 
(if X/-----1 ~ Tq) or 
(b) every prime H of M 1 lying over q has local degree ~ m (if ~/--~1 ~ T~ 
But f2 is irreducible over Tq since f2 is irreducible over Np of odd degree an 
Tq is obtained from/Vp by adjoining a sequence of square roots. This says son 
pr ime/ /o f  M a has local degree 2m -- 1 over q. Thus (a) is impossible, and (1 
gives 2m --  1 ~ m ~ m ~< 1, a contradiction. This completes the proof , 
Theorem 2. 
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We remark that the proof of Theorem 2 applies to the field of real construc- 
tible numbers (or to any Pythagorean field obtained as a square-root tower from 
a number field) and characterizes the quaternion algebra over this field. We are 
not aware of whether Theorem 2 holds for any Pythagorean field K which is 
algebraic over Q. 
A field F is called hereditarily Pythagorean i fF  is Pythagorean and all ordered 
finite-dimensional extensions of F are Pythagorean. This is another class for 
which the stronger form of Theorem H holds. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose F is a hereditarily Pythagorean fieM and D a finite- 
dimensional central division algebra over F in which every maximal subfield contains 
a square root of --1. Then D ~ (--1, --1)F. 
Proof. By [3, p. 128, Theorem 20], the Brauer group o fF  has exponent 2, 
so [D :F] = 2 s. Thus by Theorem H D _~ (--1, - - I )F  (~)F A, where [A :F] 
is a power of 2. We intend to show A = F; if not we may suppose the pair (D, F) 
represents a minimal counterexample to Theorem 3. Suppose L is a maximal 
subfield of A. By [3, p. 86, Theorem 1] the normal closure MofL  overF is a 
field with [M : F] a power of 2. Let G ~ Gal(M/F) and H equal the subgroup 
of G corresponding toL in the Galois correspondence. Then H can be embedded 
in a subgroup H 1 of G with H of index 2 in HI • If  K is the field corresponding 
to //1, then L D K D F and [L : K] = 2. Set D 1 ~ centralizer of K in D 1 . 
Then D 1 is a central division algebra over K of dimension 16 in which every 
maximal subfield contains X/~----1. Moreover, X/--~l 6 K since F(~/-----] ) @F 
F(~/-----]-) C D would force D to contain 0-divisors. It follows that K is Pytha- 
gorean, hence hereditarily Pythagorean, and (D1, K) is a counterexa-mple of 
dimension 16. The proof of Lemma 3 in [5] shows explicitly that D1 cannot exist. 
Thus A ~ F and D = (--1, --1)v. 
Remarks. (1) WhenF is hereditarily Pythagorean it is actually proved in [3] 
that every nonreal extension of F contains ~/~----]-. Thus Theorem 3 can be 
restated: If  F is hereditarily Pythagorean, then every finite-dimensional central 
division algebra over F except (--1, --1)v contains a real maximal subfield. 
(2) With hypotheses as in Theorem 3, it follows from [3] that the Brauer 
group of F is generated by quaternion algebras. This might lead to a simpler 
proof of Theorem 3. 
Yet another class of Pythagorean fields for which the stronger form of Theorem 
H holds is given in Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose K is the Pythagorean closure of the function fieM of a 
real curve. I f  D is a finite-dimensional central division algebra over K in which 
every maximal subfield contains a square root of -- 1, then D ~ (-- 1, --  1)x. 
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Proof. By assumption, K is obtained as a square-root tower over some field k 
where k is of transcendence d gree 1 over the real numbers. Tsen's theorem the1 
says that both k(~/-----1) and K(~/--1) have trivial Brauer group. Thus ever, 
class in B(K), the Brauer group of K, is split by the quadratic extension K( ~/-- 1) 
It follows that all finite-dimensional division algebras over K are quaterniol 
algebras, and so D ~_ (--1, --1)/c by Theorem H. 
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